How to reach University from the Hotels by Bus

- Bus tickets near Hotel: 1 LA NUOVA POSTA (A.VOLTA n°61), 2 LIGHT BAR or SMOKE SHOP (A. VOLTA n°70 or 80), 3 VIA A.VOLTA, 30 (A. VOLTA n°30), 4 BAR ROMA (L. DA VINCI n°54), 5 SMOKE SHOP or BAR CHICCO DI CAFFÈ (G. MARCONI n°77 or 79)

**Bus tickets can be purchased on board with a surcharge of 0.3 euros**

**The main ticket office is at the bus stop of the University**
by walking
“How to reach University for those staying at Foresteria Socrates”
How to reach The University Club (cube 23C) from Bus stop